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Release Notes: 
GRANTA MI Version 11.0 Update 2 

July 2018  

Granta Design distributes regular feature updates for GRANTA MI major versions. Updates typically 
include bug fixes, improvements to quality, performance, and usability, and often some new features.   

Installing a GRANTA MI update is optional. Each GRANTA MI update release supersedes the last one, so if 
you've missed the last few updates, you only need to install the latest one to bring your system up to 
date. 

Update releases are packaged as a full product installation, and the procedure for installation is the same 
if you are installing GRANTA MI for the first time or if you are upgrading/updating an existing version; see 
Installing this release on page 6.  

1 How can installing this release help you? 

This release includes over 80 bug fixes, performance enhancements, and minor improvements that will 
have a positive impact on your GRANTA MI user experience. 

You may also want to update your installation if your users have been affected by any of the specific 
issues listed below in Section 3. 
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2 What’s new 

2.1 Extended tabular attribute import functionality 

In MI:Admin, when importing tabular attribute definitions from Excel, the Linked Table and Linking 
Attribute names can now be specified for the new attributes via two extra columns:  

 

2.2 See where record link groups are used 

You can now see the layouts where record link groups are currently used in MI:Admin: 

 

2.3 New absolute/relative temperature data export template option 

Excel templates created in MI:Toolbox can now be configured to export temperature values with 
absolute units (e.g. Kelvin, Rankine) or with relative units via a new 'Use Absolute Temperatures' check 
box in the Excel Exporter plugin’s Create New Template wizard: 
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2.4 Data sorting in User Manager 

Rows of data in User Manager—users, groups, roles, projects—are now sorted alphabetically based on 
the first column; also, the sort order on each page is now remembered when you leave and then return 
to a page. 

2.5 New Service Layer version 

This release of GRANTA MI includes a new Service Layer, version 42.0, with Service Layer interface 
version 17/09.  This release of the Service Layer SDK contains some minor bug fixes, but no significant 
new functionality.   
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3 Bug Fixes and Usability Improvements in this release 

This release includes more than 80 bug fixes and minor improvements. Notable, user-facing changes are 
summarized below. 

Component Description 

Installation Updated text in the Installation Manager to more accurately reflect the installation activities 
and to make component names clearer and more consistent. 

Installation Fixed a bug when installing via Remote Desktop where text on some pages in the Installation 
Manager wizard was truncated. 

Installation Fixed a bug that prevented the Installation Manager from upgrading or uninstalling GRANTA 
MI applications when they were in use. 

Installation Fixed a bug where new license keys entered during an upgrade (because the existing license 
had expired) were not stored, resulting in a license error on starting MI apps after installation. 

Installation Fixed a bug where the Granta configuration database (MIconfig) schema was not upgraded 
correctly during a GRANTA MI product upgrade because of a problem with project-related user 
roles. 

Installation The default location of the GRANTA MI license file licence.licx is now: 
C:\ProgramData\Granta\GRANTA MI\Server  

(Previously, the default location was C:\Program Files\Granta\GRANTA MI\Server\licence) 

Installation license.licx (US spelling) and licence.licx (UK spelling) are now both valid GRANTA MI license 
file names. 

MI:Admin Fixed a bug that prevented tabular attribute definitions from being pasted into MI:Admin. 

MI:Admin A new column on the Edit Record Link Groups page shows the layouts in which each record 
link group is currently used. 

MI:Admin When pasting attribute definitions from Excel into a new table, the UI now includes additional 
columns for Default Threshold Type, Linked Table Name, and Linking Attribute Name 
properties. 

MI:Admin When pasting  attribute definitions from Excel into a new table, any discrete attributes with no 
discrete type are now identified, and a warning is displayed. Previously, these were just silently 
not imported. 

MI:Admin When pasting  attribute definitions from Excel into a new table, a missing attribute name could 
cause MI:Admin to crash. This is now fixed. 

MI:Admin Fixed a bug in the Layout Editor where the Required and Read only check boxes not did not 
work.  

MI:Admin Fixed an access control bug where, after applying access control to a very large dataset, local 
tabular data in some tables was not visible even to users who were granted access to the 
relevant tabular attributes. Access control is now correctly applied for tabular data cells even 
for very large data sets. 

MI:Admin Fixed a bug that caused the application to crash in some circumstances when changing 
permissions in Access Control Editor. 

MI:Server Fixed a bug relating to case rules for the letter 'i' which prevented users from logging in to 
MI:Server Manager in a Turkish locale. 

MI:Server More helpful feedback when the MI:Server Manager application is unable to connect to the MI 
configuration database.  
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Component Description 

MI:Toolbox Excel Exporter: a new 'Use Absolute Temperature' check box in the Create New Template 
wizard allows autogenerated templates to be configured to export temperature values with 
absolute units (e.g. Kelvin, Rankine) or with relative units. 

MI:Viewer Fixed a bug where it was possible to see the 'Everything (admin and grant users only)' profile 
when logged in as a less privileged user if you had previously logged in as an Admin or Grant 
user.  

MI:Viewer Clearer labels for some of the reports tools in the Search Results pane: Attribute Table Report 
is now labeled Comparison Table Report; User Defined Report is now is now labeled Choose a 
report... to make it clearer that clicking this opens the Reports page. 

MI:Viewer When copying a record, data links were not always copied. This is now fixed. 

MI:Viewer Comparison Table Excel Reports are now output in Open XML spreadsheet file format (XLSX) 
instead of XLS format. 

MI:Viewer Fixed a bug that resulted in an error when searching functional data with parameter ranges, 
where one end of the parameter range was chosen via Define Own Value, and the other end 
was set from a list. 

MI:Viewer After changing the subset and associated layout via the 'Reset Subsets' option in the Contents 
pane, the datasheet is now automatically refreshed. 

MI:Viewer Small usability changes on the Admin > Databases page make it clearer that, for databases 
where database-level security is configured, only users with a Database Admin role for a 
database can lock or unlock it. 

MI:Viewer Fixed a bug that caused Excel Comparison Table report files to open in Protected View. 

MI:Viewer When selecting attributes to add to a Comparison Table report, summary columns are now 
identified in the suggested attributes dropdown list, making it easier to distinguish between 
summary columns and underlying columns with the same name. 

MI:Viewer Fixed a bug where the application could be left in an inoperable state when a quick search 
timed out with very large databases. 

Remote Import Fixed a bug that sometimes resulted in duplicate jobs appearing in the Remote Import job list, 
and number of jobs being incorrectly reported. 

Remote Import Fixed bugs that caused errors when importing some data types on Turkish locales. 

Service Layer The Browse service now returns a more accurate result for the modified time on File and Long 
Text data. 

Service Layer The Browse service operation GetRecordAttributes() is now faster when returning large 
numbers of records and/or attributes.  

Service Layer A warning is now logged if clients attempt to pass more than one record reference with the 
same recordUID into the same call to any Service Layer operation. Previously, the Service Layer 
would throw an exception. 

Service Layer Resolution of MIAttributeReference, by ordinary attribute name, has been made quicker.  

Service Layer Fixed a bug where the Report Monitor tool did not work in Internet Explorer Compatibility 
mode. 

Service Layer Documentation updates: the Service Layer API Guide has been updated;  information on the 
skills and knowledge required to develop SDK client applications can now be found now in the 
Service Layer SDK Developer Guide, including new information on required Java skills; the 
'Service Layer SDK User Competencies' document has been retired. 
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Component Description 

Service Layer The behavior of Service Layer calls to GetLinkedRecords when querying Dynamic (Smart) links 
using the Link Group Name has changed. Now, when using a query with the name of a forward 
or reverse link, the SL will only look for the link in that direction. The behavior of queries using 
Link Group IDs is unchanged.  

Service Layer Information on the CultureMatch attributeGroup has been added to the Service Layer 
interface HTML documentation.  

Service Layer Added some missing translations in the Service Layer Configuration tool UI for the Chinese 
locale. 

User Manager Role information is no longer automatically synced every time the GRANTA MI service is 
started/restarted. To remove roles that have been deleted from the GRANTA MI server, use 
the 'Remove obsolete roles' button on the Roles page in User Manager to synchronize role 
information. 

User Manager Improved feedback when there problems occur when synchronizing roles with MI:Server. 

User Manager Fixed a bug where assigning users to new projects as part of a user import could result in the 
projects incorrectly appearing on the Roles page, with no users assigned to them. 

User Manager Fixed a bug where project membership information was not preserved after a GRANTA MI 
service restart. 

User Manager Improvements to the sorting of rows of data in User Manager; by default, rows are now sorted 
alphabetically based on the first column; also, the sort order on each page is now remembered 
when users leave and then return to a page. 

Documentation Minor corrections/updates to the GRANTA MI Installation Guide, Excel Importer Reference 
Guide, MI:Admin help, MI:Viewer help. 

4 System requirements 

For detailed server, client, and database requirements, see the GRANTA MI Version 11.0 System 
Requirements document, available from My Granta, the online portal for support resources, help, and 
training: log in using your My Granta account and then click on System Information.  

Note that the System Requirements for the next major release of GRANTA MI—Version 12—are now 
available on the same web page. 

5 Installing this release 

This release is supplied as a full product installation package and should be installed using the 
GRANTA MI Installation Manager tool as described in the GRANTA MI Installation Guide. The procedure 
for installing this release is the same in all the following cases: 

• New installations 

• Upgrades from earlier GRANTA MI versions (e.g. Version 10, Version 9…) 

• Updating an existing MI Version 11 installation.  

https://mygranta.grantadesign.com/SupportedPlatforms-new
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For both upgrades and updates, the Installation Manager will back up your existing software, then 
uninstall it and install the new version: you therefore need to ensure that sufficient disk space is 
available on the application server. Backups are made in this folder:  

C:\ProgramData\Granta\GRANTA MI\Backup 

NOTE: GRANTA MI update releases are no longer packaged/delivered as MSP patch files. While MSP files 
are useful for delivering small hotfixes, they are not designed for delivery of regular, incremental updates 
involving changes to large numbers of files (including deleting or renaming installed files), or for the 
introduction of new features or components. Using a full product installation package to install 
GRANTA MI update releases ensures a more consistent and reliable installation experience. 

Installing additional iFilter software 

GRANTA MI does not include any indexing software for PDF files. A compatible third-party PDF iFilter, 
TET iFilter, which is licensed for use with GRANTA MI, is supplied in the GRANTA MI download package.  
See the README.txt file in your download package for information about installing this software.  

If you are upgrading from GRANTA MI Version 10 Update 2 or earlier 

If you are upgrading from GRANTA MI Version 10 Update 2 or earlier, note the following: 

• Because of dependencies between MI:Server, MI:Viewer, and the Service Layer for 
implementation of the reports management functionality introduced in MI v10 Update 3, the 
MI:Server, MI:Viewer and Service Layer software components must all be updated to the latest 
release version. 

• Analysis (custom) reports are generated using a Windows service, GRANTA Async Job Service 
which is installed with the Service Layer; the service is started automatically after installation of 
the Service Layer and after a server restart. (Note however that after installing or updating the 
GRANTA MI:Reports bundle, it will be necessary to manually restart the GRANTA MI Async Job 
Service. ) 

• Users of Analysis reports in older versions of GRANTA MI should be notified of the change in 
report generation workflow as described above and in the MI:Viewer Help.  

• Users will need to authenticate separately to the Report Monitor in order to download and 
manage reports they have submitted from MI:Viewer, using their normal GRANTA MI 
credentials. 

• Users can schedule reports to run at times that may conflict with planned MI downtime. 

• Reports that are defined with a subsequent import step are supported via the Action menu in 
Report Monitor. 

• Report jobs that have completed will remain in the Report Monitor for 30 days, after which they 
are automatically deleted. Users can delete their own jobs via the Action menu, while Admins 
can delete any jobs.  

6 Contact details 

If you have further questions about installing this software, please contact Granta Technical Support: 
support@grantadesign.com 

mailto:support@grantadesign.com
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